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About This Game

Get an extremely new look at the VR RTS.

Lead your army to victory by combining different combat groups and supporting them directly at the battlefield

Choose from orcs, elves, undead or humans in the 36 missions campaign during 6 hours of VR gameplay.

Join quick much multiplayer sessions and show your skill to other players.

Have fun and kill them all!
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This is an awesome game, srsly. I love it. Amazing graphics, so many things happening at the same time at screen, 10\/10. I love
how gameyue comment. Fantastic game, amazing concept loved every second of game play!. I love this app, I like being able to
lay on my couch and be surrounded by my screen and have access to all my content on my plex server. I was a beta tester for a
while and the dev is very responsive. I have yet to be able to throw a movie at it that the software can't handle. The
envirouments are a very nice touch and I hope in the future we can expand widgets some so maybe we can interact with an
external windows app or something.. This is a spiritual sequel to Spectromancer (which you should buy on your tablet instead of
on Steam, because it's MUCH cheaper than the overpriced Steam version - and portable!) but now most creatures have abilities
that you can activate by spending mana, and the mana system has been dumbed down to a Hearthstone-style system where
there's only one type of mana, and you get one more to spend each turn. It's also interesting how each card not only has a mana
cost to cast it during battle, but each card also has a point cost, with your deck only able to include a certain number of points
worth of cards.

Oh, and the attack sound effect is oddly gross.

And it PISSES me off that the game mentions important battle conditions (like that your next opponent gets to take her turn
first) by hiding them in the middle of boring flavor text. Either put the flavor text in italics, or use bold text for the conditions. It
isn't rocket science!

Despite being dumbed down, the system is still interesting enough to be worth your time, especially at the low price of "free"..
G@ym of the year simply because it has a built in uninstall button. Another great walking/puzzle/mystery/adventure with one of
my new favorite features: a compact world. Growing up with games like Myst and their huge worlds and sub-worlds, I find the
compactness in Lake Ridden a real treat. There are just as many things to do and see, but every location is under a minute away.
No HUGE back-tracking to a different world-level to complete a new step once a new piece of the puzzle is found. Here, it's as
simple as "Oh, I gotta go back to that building over there."

Not that there's anything wrong with huge exploratory games like the Mysts, Obduction, Aporia, Solus Project, Firewatch, etc.
... but when I step away from those great games for a week or two, regaining my bearings upon return takes some time. If this
concentrated level format is of interest to you, I also recommend The Eyes Of Ara and Quern.

Other notes:
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Puzzles - There are some really great ones which required exploring, noticing the environment, and figuring out just what the
heck to do. VERY impressed with these! There are also more than a few which are of similar type and difficulty to the puzzles
you find in Hidden Object Games (not the hidden object scenes), but slightly harder/better.

Graphics - Top notch. If you have current hardware, you get to see some beautiful environments.

Audio - Sweeeeeet. If you collect game soundtracks, this one will make a good addition to your library.. Fun little game! Fast
pace action similar to bomberman but with Knights. Lot's of different weapons and the controls are responsive. Bought it a
comic-con for $5 so it's a good deal but at regular price it's a bit much. If there were more players online it would be an amazing
game.. Excellent arcade puzzling gameplay! Played through the Arcade Mode (aka Story Mode) on Easy quickly, but the higher
difficulties really step it up for a tense challenge. Each character has a very different feel, especially in different matchups. The
only con is the mechanics of sending stuff to the opponent are not super clear (if you're not familiar with Puzzle Fighter) and
there is no manual, but it's not necessary to understand the details to smash some robo puzzles. Excellent graphics, excellent
gameplay, buy this and fight me!. fun game for 2$ but the first one is better also im not to fond of the crosshair in this game it
feels weird
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not too far in, but its a fun game with some bugs that need fixing, definatly has potential though. This is a really hilarious game.
Got the game for a motherly simulation, ended up running around an entire house for a frigging toy flying down the hall. lol
Don't let the price fool you, its cheap but worth it, can't wait for more challenges to be put in place. 12 is okay but I did thought
the game would end with all everything in one.

I do recommed watching my videos to get a better experience of the game to give you an insight in it:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfwlhLpMF1SKB4xuMxQC9zzNqo0gky9FM
. I thoroughly enjoy playing this digital version of Carcassonne. I have the Big Box edition of the board game but rarely get to
play it so this is a brilliant substitute!

10/10

ps I only play the single player so I can't comment on the online portion of the game.. The original Faerie Solitare was based on
tripeaks, this has a more pair mahjong feel to it. Match pairs of the same color suit [hearts\/diamonds or spades\/clubs] to build
combo or match freely to comboless and clear board of cards. Rather simple gameplay but the Soundtrack makes you think your
on some grand adventure... might be top 5 OST all time.. good game!
. Very good game

Pros
+Graphics are good, very nice skybox, nice interstellar things
+Ships are fairly upgradable (you build on grids, their are limits)
+Ship battles are alright, could be more awesome, but they are alright... Maybe because I got weapon systems able to vaporize
any enemy ship in about the time you can say fire all starboard missles
+a lot more

Cons
-Its short content wise, granted its EA so more is coming, but I gotta throw some con here and well I want more of this game so
that is the con...

Played a few other similar games recently (Star Valor and Star Singularity) and while both are good (and also EA with a lot of
promise) this one is hands down better than them (Nexus > Valor > Singularity if you care). Just one roller coaster. Not that
intensive and the only place where you "can choose" the direction doesn't work. It's cheap but not even worth the one euro. Had
a demo that had 3 tracks and all of them were better.
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